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Changes in this Release 

CMO Compliance Features & Enhancements 

Web 

S. No ID Description Platform Fix Version 

1 CW-27821/ 
CW-27749 

Implemented responsive web design functionality for 
the public dashboards in CMO and for frequently used 
primary widgets like Text widget, Shortcut widget, New 
Event/Finding/Action/User widget, New Event widget 
and Events List widget.  

Web v18 

2 CW-27925/ 
CW-28111 

Implemented a new functionality when the system now 
allows user to Import/Export Event Categories 
individually/comprehensively. The user will be able to 
import CSV/excel/any other supported files and export 
Event Categories in the following format: 
1. Event Category Name 
2. Parent Event Category 
3. Target 
4. CMO Unique Identifier for Event Category 

Web v18 

3 CW-27926 Implemented a new functionality where the user can 
now import and export the Event Types. The user will be 
able to import CSV/excel/any other supported files and 
export Event Types in the following format: 
1. Event Type Name 
2. Parent Event Type 
3. CMO Unique Identifier for Event Type 

Web v18  

4 CW-27927 Implemented a new functionality where the user can 
now import/export excel sheet with Event Severities. 
The user will be able to import CSV/excel/any other 
supported files and export Event Severities in the 
following format: 
1. Severity Name 
2. Days Until Due 
3. CMO Unique Identifier for Severity 

Web v18 

5 CW-27928/ 
CW-28386 

Implemented a new functionality where the user can 
now import/export Event Type-Event Category Links. 
The user will be able to import CSV/excel/any other 
supported files and export Event Type-Event Category 
Links in the following format: 
1. Severity 
2. Type 
3. Category 
4. Description 
5. CMO Unique identifier for the link 

Web v18 

6 CW-27929 Implemented a new functionality of scanning QR code in 
public dashboards. The user can now scan dashboard 
specific QR code which allows the user to open the 
public dashboard in their mobile browser. 

Web v18 

7 CW-28055/ 
CW-28064 

Improvements made to the New 
Event/Finding/Action/User widget available in Public 
Access Dashboard. The widget now works consistently 

Web v18 
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and does not display any blank page when widget is 
maximized. The user tab is also made visible. Fixed the 
UI issues in the Event pop up screen.  

8 CW-28063 Improvements made in login functionality where a user 
scans QR code in public dashboard, the user lands on the 
specific dashboard and the system does not prompt the 
user to login. The session expires only when the user 
clicks on the logout button.  

Web v18 

9 CW-28065 Improvements made in the Event list widget by resolving 
the overlapping of text when the user clicks on double 
digit page number. 

Web v18 

10 CW-28066 Improvements made to correct the alignment of global 
filters field in the public dashboard widgets.  

Web v18 

11 CW-28387 Implemented a new functionality where a user can now 
import and export Roles in the web application.  

Web v18 

12 CW-28542 Improvements made in import/export functionality in 
Admin > Forms console. 
1. Broken link in Admin > Forms is now displayed 
correctly 
2. import link in now removed from the import pop up 
when the import is successful/failed 
3. import successful message is removed when the 
import is a duplicate/failed 
4. export filter now filters only the selected data when 
exported 

Web v18 

13 CW-28731/ 
CW-28917 

Implemented a new functionality where a user can now 
Import/Export Event Workflows. 

Web v18 

14 CW-29178 Implemented a new functionality where a user can now 
Import/Export Form Associations, Notification 
Associations, CWS/ICWS responses and Event 
Permissions in Event Workflow.  

Web v18 

15 CW-29245 Implemented Responsive Web Design where UI 
improvements were made to the text fields in the Action 
and Finding module, Event perform screen and the 
Question, Attachment and Reference tabs were adjusted 
according to the mobile screen width.  

Web v18 

16 CW-29271 Improvements made to the Get Local Copy feature in 
the dashboard where the user can now generate 
personal dashboard after clicking on GetLocalCopy 
option instead of creating same dashboards for multiple 
times with the same name. 

Web v17, v18  
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Error Corrections 

Web 

S. No ID Description Platform Fix Version 

1 CW-27878 CMO application is not being displayed properly when 
the app is opened in the mobile browser. This has now 
been fixed.  

Web v18 

2 CW-28242 When the user logs in using Public Access dashboard and 
scans the QR code using mobile, the web page in the 
mobile device does not show the titles of the widget as 
shown in the web application. This has now been fixed.  

Web v18 

3 CW-28855 When a user exports saved settings from Test 
environment and imported the same settings to 
Production the settings does not match Hazard form 
instead it changes to Injury form.  This has now been 
fixed.  

Web v17, v18 

4 CW-28856 During active directory synchronization, if the user exists 
in the CMO database with same login name and 
different object id then all those users in the CMO 
database will be updated as (login name =empty, object 
id=null, IsLoginRequired = false) and then the new user 
will be created with the same login name from AD to 
CMO database. This has now been fixed. 

Web v18 

5 CW-29176 Updated the SSIS package as the system is taking time 
while transferring data from replication to staging and 
from staging to data warehouse databases. This has now 
been fixed. 

Web v17, v18 

6 CW-29203 CMO v18 application is taking more time in loading the 
modules when compared to v15. This has now been 
fixed. 

Web v18 

7 CW-29242 When a user hovers cursor on the org unit/department 
column in the event register, the information bubble 
appears and remain even after moving the cursor away 
from the org unit/department column, instead it should 
disappear when the cursor is moved away. This has now 
been fixed.  

Web v18 

8 CW-29273 When a user tires to open a response that has Event 
Category assigned to it and opens a form that is not 
linked to a workflow, a workflow pop up message 
appears "Event is not assigned to any Event workflow". 
This has now been fixed.  

Web v18 

9 CW-29347 When a user tries to import obligations, the obligation 
reference number does not match with the Import 
Datasheet. This has now been fixed. 

Web v18 

10 CW-29380 When a user tries to create a new user and clicks Save, 
the user is not being assigned to the User Group and the 
system throws an internal error 500. This has now been 
fixed.  

Web v17, v18 

11 CW-29406 When a user tries to open a link TicketLogin.ashx 
received from CMO related to an action or an obligation, 

Web v18 
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instead of redirecting to action/obligation page, the 
system throws an error. This has now been fixed. 

 

Error Corrections 

Mobile 

S. No ID Description Platform Fix Version 

1 CMM-29370 The CMO user is unable to open the links/images 
attached in a document. This has now been fixed. 

iOS v17, v18 

 


